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NEUTRON SLOWING DOWN AND TRANSPORT IN AN INFINITE MEDIUM:
II. THE SCALAR FLUX AT LARGE DISTANCES/SMALL LETHARGIES

A companion paper^ has presented a Generalized Age-Theory expression for

the scalar flux 4'n(x,u) due to a plane isotropic source emitting neutrons in

an infinite medium with cross sections that are constant in energy. The

range of validity for this Generalized Age-Theory expression has also been

determined as p - x/(2u) < R(A), where R(A), the range of validity, is a

function of the scatterer's mass. The purpose of this paper is to present

the expression for the scalar flux *n(x,u) in the complementary region in

phase-space, i.e., where p > R(A).

Finding analytical solutions in this region of phase space is difficult

because the neutron distribution becomes strongly peaked in the forward

direction, approaching the fora S(fi~l). This is because the neutrons that

populate this region have travelled far from the source spatially but have

not lost much energy in the process. In penetrating to large distances the

neutrons have undergone many scattering collisions, but these collisions must

be such that little energy is lost per scattering. The collisions must,

therefore, all be of small angle scattering. Thus, for any given, velocity,

the neutrons moving directly away from the source predominate at sufficiently

large distances, and this effect is the more pronounced the greater the dis-

tance from the source. Clearly, a method of successive approximations that

starts with age-theory as a first approximation could not yield the asymp-

totic neutron density in this region.

Wick^ deduced an asymptotic formula for the scalar flux at "very large"

x, as



U U -l< W — •» r U H U 1
*n(x,u) - B (2n) 74k"xu) exp -x + 2(k xu) - cjal

w w w

where B ' k.. and c are constants dependent on the nuclear mass A; Eq. (1)

was expected to hold under the conditions x » r— and xu»l. Wick suggested

w w w

analytical expressions for B and k. but not for c^.

A few years later, Holte^ devised a generalization of Wick's solution,

keeping basically the same functional form as Eq. (1) but calculating correc-
-h

tions that are essentially expansions in powers of (k^xu) . Unfortunately,

his method of calculating the mass-dependent constants appearing in his for-

mula is purely numerical. Holte himself calculated coefficients only for

Deuterium (A - 1.993) and Carbon (A - 11.905).

More recently, Mclnerney^ obtained a new station valid for small

lethargy and only for hydrogen. Excluding the unscattered neutrons in the

hydrogeneous medium, Mclnerney's expression for the scalar flux is:

*" = |exp(- x - 21u/40)I()J(5xu/3)
l5J + -^f£ exp (- x -

Mclnerney gave the range of Eq. (2) as valid for x, u > 0. For large x and

x » u, the integral term in Eq. (2) becomes negligible, the Bessel function

can be replaced by its asymptotic form, and one can recover Wick's formula.

However, the values for Mclnerney's constants differ from those given by

Wick. Note also that as u-»0 (i.e., as we approach the source lethargy),

Mclnerney's formula takes on the exact value (for hydrogen), while Wick's

formula becomes infinite.

Using the notation of the companion paper\ the stationary points f. o.̂

the equation p - z/(dk_/dz) will tend to infinity as p -» <*>. The stereo-

graphic projection f - 1/z, q - 1/p will transform this equation into

q - (- ?• dkQ/df); this indicates that there are now four stationary points $\



that tend to zero as q -> 0. These stationary points are obtained by using

the generalized Lagrange expansion theorem , which gives

v -i d
(3)

n-1

i .n' n-1
n-1 df

qn/4

and multiplying the above expression by the respective fourth-root of unity.

Defining y « C
2,F - JdkF(y)/dyki ,G - JdkG(y)/dykl m v .

and using the same stationary point method as in Ref. 1 leads to the follow-

ing asymptotic expression for the scalar flux, valid for p > R(A):

(4)

2 Q 2 r exp(-F0)

where Q? are as defined in Ref. 1. Note that although Eq. (4) has the same

form as Eq. (7) in Ref. 1, the actual expressions of Q« , r-0, 1,..., are not

the same as in Ref. (1) because the quantities F, and G, are evaluated at

2
y. - 1/z. rather than at zfi

terms in F-, F_, and Q o are

2
y. - 1/z. rather than at zfi, as in Ref. 1. Thus, for example, the leading

FQ - x - ( l )

F2 - - q(2aiq)h +. . . , QQ - ^

where a^^ - (a - A/6)/2, a2 - - (A
2/16 - A/2 + 3a - 1/4 + 3Aer/4 - Ia2/k),

and a-(A+l)2/(4A).

The new expression for the scalar flux derived in this work, namely Eq. (4),

significantly generalizes all of the analytical expressions^"^ previously

presented as valid at "large distances." Thus, Wick's formula is obtained by

discarding all but the leading terms in Q_, Ffi, and F,. Furthermore, it can



A W W

be shown" that the A-dependence obtained by Wick for his constants k- and B.

are incorrect. Holte's-^ and Mclnerney' s'* formulae are also obtained by

retaining the first few terms in Eq. (4). Details and numerical results will

be presented elsewhere.
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